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F WE were asked to name the outstanding characteristic of the Tygon
series of synthetics, we would rank
"versatility" first. The Tygons, basically,
possess many natural qualities which
give them high ranking among design
materials, and, being man-made, may
be built to provide almost an unlimited
number of modifications to suit highly
specialized requirements.

endered; all may be placed in solution
for use as a paint or for impregnation.
Tygon may be compounded to remain
flexible at temperatures
as low as
-104
F., and while normal top operating temperature ranges between 165
and 180 F., newer formulations, now
in experimental stage only, show promise
of being able to withstand heat up to as
high as 300 F.

From a physical point of view: They may
be rigid, or flexible; transparent, translucent, or opaque; they are almost unlimited in the range of their color
possibilities. Most of the Tygons may
be molded as readily as rubber; some
formulations may be cast, others cal-

Viewed from their chemical characteristics:
Most of the Tygons are unaffected by
time, unchanged under sunlight, irnmune to fresh or salt water; impervious
to oil or grease; highly resistant to acids
and alkalies, and to many solvents. Most
Tygon formulations are non-flammable;
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they are odorless, tasteless, and relatively
non-toxic, and may be compounded to be
completely non-toxic where necessary.
1fTould yo« like to learn more aboltt the
T'ygons? Write today for Bulletin 1620-E,
No cost, 1/0 obligation. Address your requests to: The U. S. Stoneware Compal1y,
Aleron, Ohio, or, if YOl1 live in Canada, to:
Chamberlain Engineering (Cal1ada), Ltd.,
Montreal.

He was a
MASTER
MECHANIC
. . . an avoidable eye
injury robbed him of
his much~needed skill
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PROTECT YOUR WORKERS
WITH AO GOGGLES
In split-seconds! injuries to unprotected eyes
can cost you the services of workers you have
spent years training ... workers who are practically irreplaceable today.
To avoid "Lost-Time-Eyes" in your plant,
e
AO offers a wide line of comfor.tabl , light,
cool safety goggles. An investment in AO
Goggles is quickly returned in saved manpower, added production, improved efficiency,
and decreased costs.
A strong offense is your best defense against
eye accidents. Take the initiative in establishing
g
and maintaining a time_and-money-savin
gog-

gle program in yow: plant. Get in tonch ",ith
yow: nearest AD Branch .. • located in all
principal indusuial cities ... or have an AD
Safety Representative

call at your office.
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Enlarged close· ..p of two porcelain insulating plates. The left, untreated,
is
made useless by a film of water, The right, treated with G-E Dri-film, repels
the water, and the three remaining drops will roll off if the plate is tipped.

How to cure a Flying Radio's LARYNGITIS

T

a lot of trouble,
every time an American pilot in a
dogfight dropped a radio set 20,000
feet. Not crash trouble, for in the
cases we're talking' ahout the radio
was in the plane and the pilot pulled
out of the dive.
')
But sometimes the' radio lost its
voice. For the sudden plunge from
cold to warmer air produced condensation of moisture-like
the fog that
collects on your glasseE>
when you come
indo~~so"~ -a 'winter's' day., A.~film of
moisture -formed on .theradio's
insulators; the 'Slin Te't tl1e{';'electricity
leak away; the radio
dead! And
. that was had-since a modern ·fighting
plane depends almost as 1n~ch on its
radio as it does on its wings.
But not so long ago General Electric
scientists found a way around this difficulty. For if a porcelain insulator is
exposed, for just a few seconds, to the
HERE' uSED TO "BE
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The best investment
in the
world
is in this country's
future.
BUY WAR BONDS
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vapor of a composition called G-E
Uri-film-then
the whole nature of
the insulator's surface is changed.
It looks just the same, hut moisture
doesn't gather any longer in a conducting film. Instead, it collects in isolated
droplets that don't hother the radio
a bit. The set keeps right on talk_ing.
Today the ·voices of most military
radios are being safeguarded by treating their insulators with G-E Dri-film,
And the research that cures a radio's
laryngitis is the same kind that has
licked the problems of the turbo-supercharger, and has packed the driving
power of a destroyer into turbines not
much higger than a couple of trunks.
It's the kind of research we're counting on, tomorrow, to turn the discoveries of wartime into peacetime
products we can all use. General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
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FLEXIBLE
PLASTIC'TUBING
matter what sizecthicknees, length, color, or degree of flexihility •. there's
NoFlexible
Plastic Tubing to meet practically every need. This versatile modern

a SANDEE
product has
replaced rubher and metal tubing for many different uses. Its excellent insulating and nonoxidizing qualities make it exceptionally well adapted for use with electrical products. Its tensile
strength and high resistance to acids, oils, and greases win quick preference for hattery drains,
oil lines, and other uses. Investigate, now, the many superior advantages of Sandee Plastic
Tubing . . precision-made by long experienced plastics engineers. Send for samples and complete
information. Sandee also manufactures a large line of stock and custom-made extruded plastic
sections. Complete information on request.
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VULCAN
• DISTILLATION
• EVAPORATION
EXTRACTION

of these phases of project development can
be placed in the Vulcan organization with the
knowledge that its long experience, highly
trained personnel, and complete facilities,
will not only reduce the time lag from
research to production, but also provide. a
guarantee of successful operation.
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LLUSTRATEDare several applications of PENFLEX Flexible All-Metal
Hose and Tubing, showing how PENFLEX simplifies design problems.
Light in weight with Bexibility to make inaccessible installations easy,
PENFLEX All-Metal Hose and Tubing are suitable for mobile units, bilge
ventilation, fume exhaust, dust collection, coolant conveying, hydraulic and
_ air controls, vibration isolation, oil can and similar flexible spouting, armor ..
for flexible shafting, conveying of-dry granular materials, and many other I
applications in high or low pressures.
PENFLEX, tight as pipe but flexible, follows any desired path. Material
Bows jhrough smooth, easy bends without sharp turns to clog.
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Tell us what type of materMl
you lire handlirJg, lind the op.
eraling pressures. We will send
you dat4 sheets promptly.
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righting a'rire Somelimes was
Saler Than GOING TO IT
Firemen, of course, must work fast. In the old days, you were apt to be trampled to death when the alarm sounded. When the idea came along for a brass
pole to let the fireman slide slick-as-a-whistle to the first floor, America took
it up in a hurry.
.
Americans in every walk of life always have preferred simple operations to
- complicated ways of doing things. Hence the high favor in which Busch-Sulzer
Diesels are held. Just a glimpse at these engines suggests their simplicity
. of design - and a careful check of details proves it. This is an important
factor in the operating and maintenance economy of a Busch-Sulzer, It was
first, you know, with the trunk piston principle in the larger Diesels - an
innovation more than a dozen years ago, an established success today.
Although working 'round the clock on naval ordnance and engines for
the Navy, Army and .Maritime Commission, we can fill high priority orders
for either stationary or marine Diesels in horsepowers from 500 to 3000.
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RESISIORS

Scientists have long known that living tissue

of resistor construction are of vital importance

generates minute electric potentials.

But only

in addition to the inherent stability, precision,

recently have researchists been able to adapt this

low noise level and other characteristics which

knowledge to clinical use on the human brain
through

ANOTHER

means of the Electroencephalograph.

~

DEVElOPMENT

In its functioning, tiny electrodes are fastened
to the skin by collodion at the points indicated

are fundamental requirements. I R C is proud to

in the illustration.

have collaborated in the evolution of the Elec-

The average potentials

of

only 50 microvolts are led to a high-gain am-

troencephalograph

plifier and enlarged to a size where the waves

and specialized engineering skill play a part in

are easily visualized. Comparative studies of the

its development.

IJ you

graphs obtained from various brain areas indi-

and to have had its resistors

are seeking unbiased counsel on a resisconsult I R C- the company that

cate and localize the presence of abnormalities,

tance problem,

if any exist.

makes resistor units oj more types, in more shapes,
for more applications

Quite naturally for such a sensitively adjusted
instrument,

than any other manufac-

turer in the world.

measuring minute voltages, details
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